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The SKA and its pathfinders and their 
synergy with the ELTs* 
Paolo Padovani, ESO, Germany 

•  Radio astronomy in the XXI century�

•  Which type of sources will the SKA see? �

•  Which optical properties will they have? Will we be able to 
take spectra of them? The role of the ELTs�
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•  Square Kilometre Array (SKA: 2020?) >≈ 100 times 
more sensitive than current facilities (≈ 15 microJy at 
1.4 GHz) à SKA will enter the nanoJy regime �

•  Many projects in the lead-up to the SKA (so-called 
“Pathfinders”): LOFAR (The Netherlands + European 
partners: now), EVLA (USA: now), e-Merlin (UK: now), 
ASKAP (Australia: 2012), Apertif (The Netherlands: 
2013), Meerkat (South Africa: 2016), ATA (USA), etc.�

•  Pathfinders will reach ≈ 1 microJy (small areas) or ≈ 
10 - 40 microJy (large areas) at a few GHz. And will 
generate many surveys! �

Radio astronomy at the verge of a 
revolution     
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Sub-mJy populations 
�

Sub-mJy sources: �
�

≈1/2    ≈1/2 
SFG     AGN   �
�

 T �

T �≈1/2           ≈1/2 �
radio-loud    radio-quiet�
(mostly radio- �
galaxies: Fanaroff �
-Riley I [FR Is]) �
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At these depths radio surveys are dominated by 
the same galaxies which are studied by optical 

and IR surveys (unlike “traditional” radio surveys)!  
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AGN and star formation in the Universe 

Franceschini et al. 1999 

Merloni et al. 2006 

AGN evolution 

Star formation rate evolution 



•  A complex relationship �
ü accreting gas feeding black hole might trigger starbursts �
ü black hole feeds energy back through winds and jets: �

§  winds might accelerate star formation (gas compression) �
§  winds might blow away all gas (stopping accretion and 
star formation)�

•  AGN thought to play major role in galaxy evolution             
èAGN Feedback (e.g., Cattaneo et al. 2009) �
•  Radio emission (“radio-mode” feedback) has important role in 
galaxy evolution (Croton et al. 2006) �
�
Radio observations unaffected by absorption à vital contribution 
to our understanding of this co-evolution; need to go faint �
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AGN and star formation in the Universe 
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SKA and its pathfinders:  
further selected impact on  
extragalactic astronomy 

 
 

  

•  Radio-loudness and radio-quietness in AGN �
•  Evolution of intrinsically faint, more numerous, radio 

sources�
•  Abundance and evolution of dwarf galaxies�
�
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Very faint radio populations     
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Very faint radio populations     
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The multiwavelength properties of 
micro-Jy and nano-Jy sources:  

optical band 
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The multiwavelength properties of 
micro-Jy and nano-Jy sources:  

optical band 
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The multiwavelength properties of 
micro-Jy and nano-Jy sources:  

spectra 
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The multiwavelength properties of 
micro-Jy and nano-Jy sources:  

spectra 
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Summary  

 
 

  

•  The SKA and its pathfinders will detect (mostly) star-forming 
galaxies, (some) radio-quiet AGN, and (a small fraction of) FR 
I radio galaxies; plus (many) dwarf galaxies and also low-
radio power (P < 1021 W/Hz) ellipticals. �

�
•  These are for the most part the same galaxies, which are 

studied by optical and IR surveys à radio astronomy is 
becoming an increasingly important component of multi-
wavelength studies of galaxy evolution �

•  These data will address a variety of extragalactic issues, 
including that of AGN and star formation in the Universe. �
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•  These sources will be quite faint in the optical band: ≈ 50%  
of > 1 μJy sources might be detected by the LSST, fainter 
sources should be detectable only by JWST and especially 
the ELTs.�

•  As for spectra, many > 1 μJy sources might be beyond the 
capabilities of 8/10 m telescopes; some of them will be 
within reach of the ELTs. At nano-Jy levels ELTs only.�

•  How will the upcoming SKA and its pathfinders profit from 
follow-up by the ELTs? Substantially!�
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